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Promises, Problems and Principles
Prof. Matt Franks

Where are we?

Ethnography

Immersion in the cultural and
human context of a problem

Synthesis

Making meaning through
inference and reframing

Prototyping

Hypothesis validation through
generative, form-giving activities

You have a clear sense of the Customer’s Journey; made tangible via a
customer journey map
You can envision how your system’s components relate to each other
and you are able to pinpoint breakdowns in the system of varying scales.
(i.e. what is actually happening in the service)
You have started to research and capture glimpses of how the service
provider views the service exchange (i.e. the perceived state), but you
need to do more in-depth research.

What is a
value promise?

A value promise is a single, concise
statement that describes the functional and
emotional value that is delivered as a result
of using the product, system, or service.
The value promise is a type of social contract between a company
and a person. It outlines the primary reason a person would use a
given product or service.

BLACKBOARD

YELLOW BIKE

We promise to help students
collaboratively react to their
immediate course needs while
learning to plan for the future.

Yellow Bike Project's mission
is to cultivate a community of
knowledgeable cyclists in
order to further grow Austin's
bike community.

Value Promise
The functional and emotional value that is delivered as a result
of using the product, system, or service.. I.e. the primary reason
a person would use a given product or service.
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Example of a customer journey from a business perspective

“At the simplest level, a customer journey
map is a linear, time-based representation of
the stages that a customer goes through in
interacting with a company.
This is similar to a marketing funnel. The
focus here is on what customers are doing at
each stage, not on how the marketer is
pushing messages out to them.”
Innovation X - Richardson
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Problem
Statement
A single, concise
statement that
describes the
delta between
the expected
and achieved
value.
It frames the
scope of work
that needs to
be done.

Yellow Bike Project's mission is to
cultivate a community of knowledgeable
cyclists in order to further grow Austin's
bike community. Unfortunately, the
overwhelming anxiety and confusion
a first time volunteer experiences,
leaves the possibility of growing within
the community at the door.
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Problem
Statement

Design
Principles

A single, concise
statement that
describes the
delta between
the expected
and achieved
value.

In-order to be
successful…

It frames the
scope of work
that needs to
be done.

BB Student

Yellow Bike Project

Students have a short-term, reactive
approach to deadlines and due dates

The overwhelming anxiety and
confusion of YBP leaves little possibility
of growing within the community

Our product should oﬀer a view
into coursework, deadlines, and
exams that speaks to the “here
and now” and helps them answer
the question “what do I need to do
tonight for tomorrow?”

Our system should provide a line
of sight to YBP coordinators so
that customers feel compelled to
ask questions and participate in
the volunteer community.

Design principles are also derived from, CJ
maps (actual / perceived ), workﬂow models
and other tools used to synthesize data
captured during ethnography.
For example, a customer journey map often describes the emotional and
logistical connections between existing touch points. Design principles
can thus be derived that describe the movement between the touch
points in the ecosystem AND the tone / presentation of a touch point.

BB Student

Yellow Bike Project

Rapid Access and Navigation
Leverage native OS touch capabilities, and assume a high
level of user proﬁciency, to provide lateral access across
product sections and rapid access to functionality.

Fit the culture
The YB culture is a culture of individuals. Our solution
should allow for the identiﬁcation of coordinators in a
capacity that celebrates their uniqueness.

Informed Proactive Decisions
Make decisions for the user, so they have fewer options
and less cognitive friction to work through on the way to
achieving their goals. Sweat details, so students can
move quickly and eﬀortlessly.

Easily Replaceable
The shop environment is dirty, semi-organized chaos. Our
solutions should feel intentionally fragile in instances where
the cost for something rugged / or long term is too high.
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A single, concise
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describes the
delta between
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value.

In-order to be
successful…

Written and illustrated
variations of an ideal
future state:
• Single touch-point
• Entire stage of the
journey
• Entire value
promise and it’s
supporting system

Working Session!
For tonight:
• Let’s review draft customer journey maps

For next class:
• DUE: Design Strategy Brief Part 1

Prof. Matt Franks
mfranks@austincenterfordesign.com
@franknatic

What is a
design principle?

Design principles are bridge statements. They
help us describe what we should build (the
high level value delivered to the user) and
how it should feel during use.
“In order to be successful, the system must…”

Design principles are bridge statements. They
help us describe what we should build (the
high level value delivered to the user) and
how it should feel during use.
“In order to be successful, the system must…”

